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Dear Friends,

In this year’s issue of our Annual Report, we share with you the success of the Class of 2019, our admissions outlook, and lists of our dedicated donors. Many of you not only made financial contributions to High Mowing School but also gifted your time to build our school community. Your help truly makes a difference.

The philanthropic support we received this year was once more extraordinary: together we raised $1,021,511 in service of our mission. On behalf of everyone on the hilltop, I sincerely thank you for your generosity and your partnership.

We have much to look forward to as we turn to 2019-20, the 100th anniversary of Waldorf Education. As we celebrate the achievements of the past - the meaningful traditions and the innovations that our forebearers created - we also know that we need abundant energy and resources to envision and secure the next 100 years of Waldorf at High Mowing. Our unique education is well worth the fight, and I look forward to partnering with you all to achieve our goals.

With gratitude,

Geraldine Kline, Head of School
Greetings!

It’s hard to believe that my first fund year at High Mowing School has come to a close! As you will see throughout this report, it was a year full of inspiring moments for all of us on the hilltop.

It only took me a few short weeks to realize how special our school truly is. I have thoroughly enjoyed meeting our students, teachers, staff, trustees, volunteers, parents, alumni, and friends. I now understand that High Mowing School is 'home' for many of you. Your passion for the school is what keeps us motivated and eager to strive for the best we can offer our students.

I am honored to share this year’s Annual Report with you. In the following pages, you will discover the names of our loyal supporters who stepped up to raise over $1 Million for our mission. Loyalty runs deep within our community, and that is why we have created a special dedication in this year’s report for our donors who have supported HMS for 25 years or more. Please join me in thanking the 53 donors who have supported HMS for 25+ years!

Our team is well on its way to launching the 2019-20 fund year, to ensure HMS continues to provide an environment for students to seek their truth and fulfill their highest potential.

Thank you for your loyal support!

Casey Leach
Director of Advancement

---

Welcome Jess Vaughn!

Jess joined the High Mowing team in December of 2018. As the Advancement Coordinator, she protects and maximizes access and integrity of our data and also supports many of our operations, including online giving interfaces, reporting, event support, and acknowledgments. Jess brings a great deal of experience in advancement, coming from two non-profit institutions (St. Paul’s School and Concord Hospital). She has been ecstatic to return to an education setting with a wonderful sense of community and a delightful work relationship with her colleagues. Outside of High Mowing, Jess enjoys her involvement in local music and theatre. As a vocalist, actress, and choreographer, she has been participated in various professional and community productions around New England.
Congratulations

CLASS of 2019

THE CLASS OF 2019: WHERE THEY WENT FROM HERE

Jon-Claire Boudreau
Suffolk University

Eli Bodet
Americorps

Tanith Cardinali
Alfred University

Dan Cavalcanti Marques
Berklee College of Music 2020

Anna Crane
Ange Scott College

Margaret Daler
Ithaca College

Austin Davis
Farmer at Lukas Community

Toby Edson
Columbia College, Chicago

Greta Elbers
Goucher College

Will Farwell
Bellevue Community College

Ionas Finser
Berklee College of Music

Samuel Fought
University of Vermont

Lizzie Hawley
Massachusetts College of Art and Design

Lauren Hawley
Massachusetts College of Art and Design

Meaghan Hoy
Gap Year

Gexing Hu
Clark University

Yi Jiang
Lasell College

Alise Kaplan
Rivier University

Julia Kaplan
Southern New Hampshire University

Maliaka Kelly-Rossop
Gap Year

Ava Mazzone
Plymouth State University

Helen Owen
Dickinson College

Wren Perchlik
Ithaca College

Alex Pollard
Cabrillo Community College

Clayton Ritter
Oberlin College

Rhianna Schahn
Nashville to pursue music career

NJ Sirikakan
Stevens Institute of Technology

Xingwu Sun
UC Santa Babara

Wilde Tidblom
Humboldt State University

Emma Upton
Post Grad at Phillips Exeter

Yiyi Wu
Worcester Polytechnic

Gensi Xu
Knox College
It has been a prolific summer on Abbott Hill with the Admissions team busily enrolling new students on both campuses. **Over 300 students are enrolled to attend High Mowing for the 2019-20 school year.**

Over 60 new students are joining our lower school. Each of our expanding 1-8 classes is now guided by their own class teacher. We now are running 3 bus routes: to Keene, to Bedford, and now to Groton, MA allowing us to serve families from all over northern Massachusetts.

At the High School 35 new students from around the world are joining our Varsity Soccer team (GO DRAGONS!). Our dorms are filling up fast with over 70 boarding students now living on our thriving high school campus.

**Show your passion for HMS!**
Please contact HMS Admissions Director Sabrina Morrissey at smorrissey@highmowing.org to assist or host admissions events in your area!
The Abbot Hill Society

We are most grateful to the following donors who have made a commitment to help sustain High Mowing School through gifts of their estate.

Drew ALLEN ’61
Jonathan T. ANDERSON ’92
Anonymous (9)
Richard BARNES ’56 *
Helen BRIDGE Boynton ’46
Virginia Brooks and S. Philip Brooks AP
Linn Rayna Casey AP
Miriam DeSylva AP *
Rachel G. DOANE ’58 *
Marie BERNSTEIN Dunphy ’45 *
Karen P. Emerson AP
Charles L. Felsonthal
Steven A. FISCHER ’68
Linda GUTHRIE ’64
Mr. Charles Hobbs *
Anne HARRISON Husted ’66
Michael R. KLEIN ’54 *

Keith David KROKYN ’66
Stephen MARSHALL ’71
Robert C. Meissner Jr. AP
Andrew J. MOOS ’78
Orin NISENSON ’67
Lee SAYRE Overton ’46
Mary RICKARD Paul ’44
Naomi GARGILL Ritter ’55 *
Douglas SCHMIDT ’61
Averil CROSBY Smith ’59 *
Molly SYMONS ’62
Irene K. TAYLOR ’59 *
Susan TUTTLE ’55 *
Frank WATERMAN ’50 *
Jacqui WHITFIELD ’62 J
Katherine WHITTEMORE ’63 *
Susanne NORTHEY Winch ’59

To receive information about how to include High Mowing School in your estate plans, please contact Casey Leach at cleach@highmowing.org

* = Deceased  AP= Alumni Parent
HONOR ROLL OF SUPPORTERS

25+ years of giving to High Mowing School

Agnes CHABOT Almquist
Arthur and Elizabeth Auer
Joseph BEARD and Marjorie Powell
Max M. BERMANN, MD
Kyra M. Berson
Jeannette W. Bertles
Helen B. Boynton
S. Philip and Virginia Brooks
Kathleen Chick
Susan Currier
Lilja P. Delphey
Edith H. B. Dirks
Julia BUSSER du Prey and Pierre du Prey
Emilie B. Dyson
G. A. FAY
Linda LEVENTHAL Feulner
and Edwin J. Feulner
Howard and Joan Friedel
Gael GRANT
Elizabeth GREENMAN
Ellen MORTON Hamil and David Hamil
Alicia GOING Hammatt and Bruce Hammatt, Jr.
Anne HARRISON Husted and Jerry Husted
John M. KARL
Janice K. Kreitner
Suzanne S. LATHAM
Dr. Geta JAMES LeSeur-Brown

Elizabeth GARDNER Lombardi
and Alan V. Lombardi
Irene LUBIN
Ellen LORD Mead and Mac Mead
Richard NEEL and Constance Hoguet
Orin NISENSON
Marcia MICHAELSON Nowak
Dagny E. O’Keefe Lee S. Overton
Mary R. Paul
Ari O. PREUSS
Lindsay H. RICE Jr.
Anne FRIEDRICH Roos and Charles Roos
Louis R. and Susan Rossi
Catharine DAWSON Rush and David Rush
Vladimir SANKEWITSCH
Michael SCHAEFER
James SCHMIDT
Jean H. SCOTT
Molly SYMONS
Phyllis TAFT and Robert E. Gotsch
Dr. Lawrence WASHINGTON
George WEND and Shirley Wend
David WHITE
Noah HALL and John Williams
William P. WOLFE
Waltraude S. Woods
Claudia H. Yatsevitch
EMMET HOUSE CIRCLE

$50,000 or more
Anonymous
Dyson Foundation
Emilie BAIRSTOW Dyson ’69
Estate of Rachel Doane ’58
Rebecca and Michael Justbasche AP
Richard NEEL and Constance Hoguet ’57 T

$20,000 - $49,999
S. Philip and Virginia Brooks AP, T
The Elder Family

$10,000-$19,999
Anonymous
Douglas DiSalvo ’87 PHA
Paul GARDNER ’57 and Judy Gardner T
J. Kurt MILLER ’58 and Jacqueline Miller
Monica Vegelj P, F
Alexandra West and James Edson P

WEATHERVANE CIRCLE

$5,000 - $9,999
David W. White Trust
Ellen MORTON Hamil ’59
and David Hamil
Anne HARRISON Husted ’66
and Jerry Husted
Geraldine and Michael Kline F, T
Christine and Cort Mendez P
Michael P. Bergeron Foundation
Schwab Charitable Fund
David WHITE ’62
Wolf Kahn & Emily Mason Foundation

$1,000 - $4,999
Anne and Carl Berni P
Alison Carrillo P
Peter Gillan CAULO ’12
The Community Foundation of
Middle Tennessee
Julia BUSSER du Prey
and Pierre du Prey ’62
Alison DiSalvo-Ryan PHA
and Brendan Ryan
Linda Duffy and Stephan Arsenault P
Diana MOTCH Dwight ’62
Richard Emmet and
Mary Josephine Carmack Emmet
Charles L. Felsenthal
Fidelity Charitable
Steven A. FISCHER ’68
William FRYE and Karleen Frye ’63
Molly Geaney and J. Michael Moore AP
David GILE ’70
Melanie Gisler-Scharff and John Scharff P
Gong Ge and Shangguan Yong P
Mary and David Graham AP, T
Connie FISCHER Hellwig
and Bart Hellwig ’83
The Howard Bayne Fund
Deborah Lack and Ryder Daniels P
Casey Wright Leach F
Longmeadow Inc.
Merrill Lynch
Motch Family Foundation, Inc
David MOTCH and Vicky Motch ’60
Deborah and Ceslo Munoz P
Nancy GREENE Neel ’57
Christine and Bruce Nelson AP
Esther Nelson and Bernd Ulken AP
Dagny EMMET O’Keefe ’52
Lee SAYRE Overton ’46
Patti and Chris Pestana P
Eduardo Quesada P
Anne FRIEDRICH Roos ’49
and Charles Roos
James SCHMIDT ’62 AP
Robert Singer AP
Joanna STONE ’63
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
TIAA-CREF Employee Giving Program
Dr. Lawrence WASHINGTON ’69
Gurdon B. and
Elizabeth STANTON Wattles
William P. WOLFE ’52
Dasheng Wu P

$500 - $999
Michael and Serafin Anderson AP, F
Max M. BERMANN M.D. ’55
Ciardelli Fuel Co., Inc.
Dominic and Cynthia DiSalvo AP
Fund of RSF Social Finance

$250 - $499
Amazon Smile Foundation
Frederick Ball and Karen J. Triebe T
Donna and Archie Brown AP
Susanne and James Buchanan AP, P
Susan CURRIER ’72 T
Georgia DOING ’10
G. Abbott FAY ’61

* = Deceased AP= Alumni Parent P = Current Parent F = Faculty/Staff T = Current Trustee PHA = Pine Hill Alumnus
Capitalized LAST Name = HMS Alumnus
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Kirsten and Jeff Archibald, P, F
Arthur and Elizabeth Auer AP
Vivianne BELANGER '02
Kyra M. KAPLAN Berson '59
Jeannette WINANS Berltes '44
Gwendolyn BLACKMER and Gregory Hollands '02 P
Rachel BLACKMER '81
Stephen BLANCHARD and Margaret Blanchard '65
Linda BEEBE Blicker '62
Joanna Bombadil AP
Carl K. BORCHERT and Randi Allfather '82
Timothy B. BOWMAN '94
Becca BOYDEN '68
S. Peter BROOKS
Clara BROWN '09 PHA
Cleyon Brown P, F
Marcie Bruder F
Wendy Bruneau and Rick Swanson AP, F
Stephen BUTLER '77
Cynthia Cameron AP
Kim and Tony Campos F
Thora GRAHAM Cardenas '01 and Miguel Cardenas P, F, PHA
Sarah E. CARSON '76
Lawrence Carter and Lady Morales AP
Heather Carver P, F
Mrs. Maxine Carver
Linn Rayna Casey AP
Sarah KORSIAK Cellier '94
Christine and Yew Chai AP
Kathy Chapman and Curt Spacht AP
Kathleen Chick AP
Susan LUNT Childress '80 AP
Kathleen Cleary
Michael and Amy Conley AP
Jefferson COTTON '66 and Kamala Grohman Cotton
Julie Courtney and Scott Fitzgerald AP
Donna Crane AP, P
Walter and Susan Cudnochufsky AP
Heyward CUTTING Jr. '67
Bruce and Deana Darby AP, F
Elli DAVIS '12 PHA
Lilja PARSSINEN Delpehy '46
Dale and Sheila Dintaman AP
Carmen and Gregg DiPietrantonio AP, F
Edith H. BOERNER Dirks '49
Kimberly Dorn-Bay and Donat Bay AP, P
James Drapeau AP
Darcy and Brian Drayton AP F
Grace and James Duffy
Alison ENGEL '04 PHA
Peter and Lyra Engel
Gene Faxon and Eve Kodiak F
Mark Ferguson and Susan LUNT Childress ’80 AP, P
Evan and Wendy Fielding AP
Siegfried E. FINSER '50
Torin and Karine Finser AP
Joy and David Flemming AP
Jenny Foster F
Margaret STENQUIST Fuller and Dr. Michael Fuller ’82
Funding Factory
May HAIN Gaynor '68 and Robert M. Gaynor
Dr. Phyllis Gildston AP
Jeremy GILLAM '09 PHA
Nancy and Patrick Gillam AP
Drew Gillett and Barbara Deane-Gillett AP
Sarah Gilliatt
Ashton GILMORE '56
Giving Assistant, Inc.
Fiona GRAHAM '13 PHA
Gillian GRAHAM '04 and Robin S. SLEITH '05 PHA
Glynn and Anthony Graham AP, F
Elizabeth GREENMAN '55
Nicola GROH '06 PHA
Meredith HALL '67 AP
Emma Hamlin F
Robert S. HARE and Iza Trapani '67
Holly and Robert Hartshorn P
David HAYES '88
Kirsten and Curtis Hill AP
Laurie L. Houghtaling
Cary and Sandy Hughes AP, F, T
Richard L. Humphreville AP
Gretchen ROSSI Hunter and Benjamin Scott Hunter ’87 P
Annika Hurwitt P
Johanna PULLMAN Jaffer ’74
David JANETOS '12 PHA
Barbara and Scott Johnson F
Robin Lacey JOHNSTON Swain and Benjamin SWAIN '06, '07 F
Melany Kahn and Bo Foard
Deborah ECKHARDT Kalicin and Greg Kalicin '65
Isabel KARL ’70
10
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Mrs. Isobel Karl AP, F
Louisa and Samuel Kaymen AP
John and Marilyn Kenison
Cathy and James Kennedy P
Jen and Thomas Kershaw P, F
Margo L. Ketchum AP
Sonia PELCZARSKI Klakus ’69
Tristan Kline F
Carol SPIEGEL Knowles ’56
Henry and Mary Korskiak AP
Andrew Koutroubas F, PHA
Peter Koutroubas AP
Janice KENNEDY Kreitner ’55
Kathleen STEPHENS Krishnan ’69
Michele GAGON Kyrimis
and James Kyrimis ’61
Stefan Laeng P
Sadhana LAKE ’18
Charlotte Landgraf
Sat Pritam and Owen Landis
Emma JONES Lapsansky ’63
Suzanne S. LATHAM ’59
Elizabeth and Andrew Lathrop P
Loring LAWRENCE ’59
K. Richmond LEWIS
and David Mazzucchelli ’78
Nicoie and Geoffrey Ling P
Louisa and Samuel Kaymen Gift Fund
Lukas Foundation
Donald J. Malkin AP
John Steven MARIN ’16
Christianne BUCHINGER Marks ’56
Maija Rose MASSEY ’16 PHA
Thomas Mbuongo F
James and Katherine McClure AP, F, PHA
Dorothy and Peter McColl AP
Nancy McConnell
Jane McCoy and Todd Smith AP, F
Grace McDonough
Pamela and Dan McElreavy AP, P, F
Kat and Chris McFee P, F
James McGinness and Gail Coad AP
Kaleen Deanna MCKEEMAN ’03 PHA
Kerren McKeenan PHA
Ellen LORD Mead ’60 and Mac Mead
Brenda K. and Merrill Means
Kathryn MEISLE ’78
Robert C. Meissner Jr. AP
Robert Charles MEISSNER III ’10
Melany Kahn and Bo Foard
Charitable Account
Margo and Bernard Meunier AP, P
Katherine CAMPBELL Meyer
and Andreas Meyer ’90 P, F
Suzan Moffett AP, F
Hunter MOORE ’14
Robyn and Jessie Morin P
Sabrina Morrissey and Jon Coyle P, F
Douglas MORSE ’60
and Becky AMISH Morse ’60 AP
Stephanie Mossey and Alexander Hill P, F
Ult Mundane and Karen Tyne P
Cameron Lindstrom MURPHY ’13
Marvera and Brian Murphy AP
Karen Nadeau F
National Grid
Marguerite C. Nelson AP, F
Lisa and Caleb Newman-Polk P
Orin NISENSON ’67
Michal Noer AP, F
Maria KAYMEN Northcott
and Nickolas Northcott ’91
Marcia MICHAELSON Nowak ’68
Colleen and Daniel O’Connors AP, F
Adria REED Osgood ’99
and Mark OSGOOD ’99 P, F
Stephanie Packer
and Jose Alcon Mestre P, F
Guen Soo PARK ’06
Diana FRYE Parker and Jerry Parker ’58
Ginia BALLARD Pati ’60
Mary RICKARD Paul ’44
Patricia Payne F
Paypal Giving Fund
Catherine Gwyneth PENDLETON-WHEELER ’17
Elsbeth PENDLETON-WHEELER ’14
Marianne and Andrew Perchlik P
Mickey and Cornelis Pieterse AP
Jonah PINETTE ’09, PHA
Alexis PITTMAN ’77 and Helen Dalbeck AP
Sarah HUDNALL Platenius ’94
Brent and Angela Poole P, F
Alice PRATT ’75
Ari O. PREUSS ’56
PSEG
Harriette COOK Ranvag ’64 AP
Wendy REDFIELD ’86
Molly Murdock REEVE ’01
Jackie Rettig
Tina and Gerald Rheault AP
Constance Rinaldo and Gary Nielsen AP
Julia and John Ritter AP, P
Eleanor and Jim Rizzo P
Chaz Marie RODGERS ’18 PHA
Heidi Rodgers AP
Nyssa Rose SKY Rodgers
and Tristen RODGERS ’14
Jonathon ROITMAN ’03 F, PHA
Louis R. and Susan Rossi AP, F
Candice and Richard Roth P, F
Kyler Ruane F
Laura Rubiano-Gomez F
Vladimir SANKEWITSCH ’54
Megan Sass AP, P
Tim Schloemer and Denise Poulin AP
Kurt SCHMIDLEIN ’09 PHA
Dr. and Mrs. K. David Schultz
Jean H. SCOTT ’45
Gillian Seacole ’20 PHA
Peter Sheen and Yifat Leibner AP
Robert and Barbara Sim AP, F
Jude and Andrew Sky AP
Bertine and Ken Slosberg AP
Mr. Greg Smith
Starr Snead
Sarah Snell F
Dr. Gerhard Spiess AP
Kirsten Spille-Scott and Carter Scott P
Marsha Sproul F
Andrea BOLTON Stanton ’61
Katharine and Jonathan Steer AP
Kara and Andrew Steere P
Mary Elizabeth STIMSON ’69
Lynne and Jeff Stone
Krista and James Stringer P
Gretchen Stuempfle AP
Robin W. STURGEON ’70
Alyson Suduiko and Seth McKibben P
Mary and Milton Swanson
Molly SYMONS ’62
Phyllis TAIT ’69 and Robert E. Gotsch
Gilbert E. Taylor ’65
Mary STEVENSON Thieme ’51
Sharon THOMPSON ’70
Desmond J. TIHONEN ’50
Rick Traub AP
Emily S Turner F
Gabriela ULIN-MEJIA ’18
Rebecca van Dam AP, F
Jessica Vaughan F
Lyndsay BECKER von Miller ’94
Dr. Bertram Von Zabern
and Barbara Von Zabern AP
Julie and Jay Ward AP
Laura Warden F
Kimberly and John S. Wass AP
Cynthia and Robert Weber
Joan Weddle AP
Brenda WEISMAN ’57
John Francis WHELAN ’06
Lory Widmer Hess and Michael Widmer P
Toby WILLIAMS ’64
Nancy Wilson F
Michael and Patricia Wisniewski AP, F
Waltraude SCHLEICHER Woods ’52

* = Deceased AP= Alumni Parent P = Current Parent F = Faculty/Staff T = Current Trustee PHA = Pine Hill Alumnus
Capitalized LAST Name = HMS Alumnus
Sarah YANNI ’96 and Jefferson Navicky
Kate and Rob Yeomans P
Stanley and Claudia Young
Asra ZAHN ’99
Lorey Zahn AP, F
Dawn Zibolis-Sekella and Walter Zuber P, F
Susan Ziele

DESIGNATED FUNDS

Art Department
David W. White Trust
David WHITE ’62
Wolf Kahn & Emily Mason Foundation

Alumni Association
William FRYE ’63 and Karleen Frye
John WARDELL ’59 and Patricia Wardell
David WHITE ’62
David W. White Trust

Alumni Work Weekend
Dr. James Frank GOLDSZER ’75
Megan MARGUGLIO
and Brendan Francis Harnett ’98
Anne HARRISON Husted
and Jerry Husted ’66

Board Directed Fund
Richard NEEL and Constance Hoguet ’57 T
Lee SAYRE Overton ’46
David WHITE ’62
David W. White Trust

David BLACKMER ’45

Science Fund
The Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee
Anne FRIEDRICH Roos ’49
and Charles Roos

Debt Relief Fund
Joy and David Fleming AP
Lisa Gray MILLIMET ’65

Eurythmy
Margo and Bernard Meunier AP, P

Gus MEISSNER ’10

Athletics Fund
Robert C. Meissner Jr. AP

Kitchen
John WARDELL and Patricia Wardell ’59

Land Stewardship Fund
Erin GREBENEV ’14
Grace McDonough
Emily S Turner F
David WHITE ’62
David W. White Trust

Marketing and Outreach
Anonymous

Pave the Way Campaign
Zoe AMES ’09 PHA
Douglas DiSalvo ’87 PHA
Linda Duffy
and Stephan Arsenault P
Fidelity Charitable
Alice Groh AP
Holly JOHNSTON Groh
and Theodore GROH ’09 PHA
Jessica and Jeffrey Hipp AP, F
Anne HARRISON Husted
and Jerry Husted ’66
Louisa and Samuel Kaymen AP
Julia and Daniel Kerr F
and Thomas Kershaw P, F
Geraldine and Michael Kline F, T
Deborah Lack and Ryder Daniels P
Casey Wright Leach F
Nicole and Geoffrey Ling P
Louisa and Samuel Kaymen Gift Fund
Suzan Moffett AP, F
Christine and Bruce Nelson AP
Lisa and Caleb Newman-Polk P
Lee SAYRE Overton ’46
Eduardo Quesada P
Kara and Andrew Steere P, F
Jessica Vaughn F

Reunion Weekend
Anonymous
Drew ALLEN ’61
Gwendolyn BLACKMER
and Gregory Hollands ’02 P
Timothy B. BOWMAN ’94
Stephen BUTLER ’77
Sarah KORSIAK Cellier ’94

Jefferson COTTON
and Kamala Grohman Cotton ’66
Ellie DAVIS ’12 PHA
Emilie BAIRSTOW Dyson ’69
G. Abbott FAY ’61
Jessica and James Fecteau ’84
Siegfried E. FINSER ’50
William FRYE and Karleen Frye ’63
Ashton GILMORE ’56
Erin GREBENEV ’14
Holly JOHNSTON Groh
and Theodore GROH ’09 PHA
Meredith HALL ’67 AP
Ellen MORTON Hamil and David Hamil ’59
Alexander F. HAMILTON ’69
Sonia PELCZARSKI Klakus ’69
Kathleen STEPHENS Krishnan ’69
Maija Rose MASSEY ’16 PHA
Grace McDonough
Duncan MOFFITT ’88
Hunter MOORE ’14
Douglas MORSE
and Becky AMISH Morse ’60 AP
Adria REED Osgood
and Mark OSGOOD ’99 P, F
Sarah HUDNALL Platenius ’94
Chaz Marie RODGERS ’18 PHA
Nyssa Rose SKY Rodgers ’14
and Tristen RODGERS ’14
Schwab Charitable Fund
Elizabeth RODGERS Scott ’65
Phyllis TAIT and Robert E. Gotsch ’69
Sharon THOMPSON ’70
Lyndsay BECKER von Miller ’94
David WHITE ’62
Benjamin WISNIEWSKI ’09
and Megan Wisniewski P, F, PHA
William P. WOLFE ’52

Tennis Courts
Paul GARDNER and Judy Gardner ’57 T
Longmeadow Inc.
J. Kurt MILLER and Jacqueline Miller ’58

* = Deceased AP= Alumni Parent P = Current Parent F = Faculty/Staff T = Current Trustee PHA = Pine Hill Alumus
Capitalized LAST Name = HMS Alumus
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SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

Abby Yandell '10 Scholarship
Richard NEEL and Constance Hoguet '57 T
Benjamin WISNIEWSKI '09
and Megan Wisniewski P, F, PHA

Alexandra BARNES Norton '57 Memorial Scholarship
Richard NEEL and Constance Hoguet '57 T

Ann Friedl Scholarship
Ellen MORTON Hamil and David Hamil '59
Richard NEEL and Constance Hoguet '57 T
Ari O. PREUSS '56
Schwab Charitable Fund
David WHITE '62
David W. White Trust

Beulah Hepburn Emmet Scholarship
Julia BUSSE du Prey and Pierre du Prey '62
William FRYE and Karleen Frye '63
Mrs. Isobel Karl AP, F
Richard NEEL and Constance Hoguet '57 T
Molly Murdock REEVE '01
Marshall T. SLAYTON '48
David WHITE '62
David W. White Trust

Diversity Scholarship
Wendy REDFIELD '86
Laura Rubiano-Gomez F

Geraldine Rosse Mathews '49 and Gwendolyn Mathews Greenway '81 Fund
Ellen MORTON Hamil '59 and David Hamil
Schwab Charitable Fund

High Mowing Music Fund In Memory of David ANDERSON '96
Aleshanee Bamboo Akin AP
Michael and Serafin Anderson AP, F
Anthroposophical Society in NH
Ciardelli Fuel Co., Inc.
Donna Crane AP, P
Susan CURRIER '72 T
Alice Groh AP
Torin and Karine Finser AP
Mary and David Graham AP, T
Helen-Ann Ireland and David McInnis AP, T
Mrs. Isobel Karl AP, F
Julia and Daniel Kerr F
Peter Koutoubas AP
Deborah Lack and Ryder Daniels P
Sat Pritam and Owen Landis
Lukas Foundation
Robyn and Jessie Morin P
Robert and Barbara Sim AP, F
Peter SULLIVAN and Felice Fullam '74
Joan Weddle AP
David WHITE '62
Lory Widmer Hess and Michael Widmer P

Robert PITTMAN '44 Scholarship
John WARDELL and Patricia Wardell '59
David WHITE '62
David W. White Trust
William P. WOLFE '52

Sandy Brooks Scholarship
S. Peter BROOKS and Marie A. Schmukal '91
Dr. James Frank GOLDSZER '75

GIFT IN KIND

Anne and Carl Berni P
Summer Brown P
Jennifer Bruck
Wendy Bruneau and Rick Swanson AP, F
Susanne and James Buchanan AP, P
Thomas BUCHANAN '15 PHA
Heather Carver P, F
Jennifer Case and Mark Williston AP, P
Margaret L. and Kurt M. Charpentier AP
Elizabeth Anne CORRIGAN '00
Margaret Doherty '22 PHA
Darcy and Brian Drayton AP, F
Emily Faulkner
Emma Hamlin F
House By The Side Of The Road
Cary and Sandy Hughes AP, F, T
Barbara and Scott Johnson F
Deborah ECKHARDT Kalicin and Greg Kalicin '65
Louisa and Samuel Kaymen AP
Rebekah KAYMEN '89 P, F, PHA
Geraldine and Michael Kline F. T
Clarke Laszlo and Virginia Culligan AP
Casey Wright Leach F
Christopher Leask and Sumitra Haynes AP
Peter Mazzone AP
James and Katherine McClure AP, F, PHA
Mary and Steve McDonough AP, P
Christine and Cort Mendez AP

WISH LIST

Kathleen Cleary
Alison DiSalvo-Ryan '90 and Brendan Ryan PHA
Mike Kolendo
Deborah Lack and Ryder Daniels P
Elizabeth and Andrew Lathrop P
Natasha MOULTON Levy '91
Shannon Linn and Michael Boggs P
Sabrina Morrissey and Jon Coyle P, F
Orin NISENSON '67
Angela and Angelo Pappas P
Nok Sirikakan AP
Marsha Sproul F

* = Deceased AP= Alumni Parent P = Current Parent F = Faculty/Staff T = Current Trustee PHA = Pine Hill Alumnus
Capitalized LAST Name = HMS Alumnus
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GIFTS IN MEMORY

Marshall Bennett
Theodore GROH '09
and Holly JOHNSTON Groh '09 PHA

Alexandra CAMPBELL '87
Katherine CAMPBELL Meyer '90
and Andreas Meyer P, F

Eunice Chalmers
Jeremy GILLAM '09 PHA
Kaleen Deanna MCKEEMAN '03 PHA
Theodore GROH '09
and Holly JOHNSTON Groh '09 PHA

Beulah Hepburn Emmet
Mary RICKARD Paul '44

Bob and Louisa Emmet
Richard Emmet
and Mary Josephine Carmack Emmet

Jennifer FAUST Freid '82
Suzanne S. LATHAM '59

Ann M. Friedl
Duncan MOFFITT '68

Muriel RETTIG Goodwin '59
John WARDELL '59 and Patricia Wardell

Neeltje W. Hain
May HAIN Gaynor '68
and Robert M. Gaynor

Debroah GOING Hayes '66
Alicia GOING Hammatt '63
and Bruce Hammatt, Jr. AP

Karin THYESEN
Hoestmaeline '59
John WARDELL '59 and Patricia Wardell

Laslo Kertesz
David WHITE '56

David LAMBERT '66
David WHITE '56

Michael M. LATHAM '60
Suzanne S. LATHAM '59

Ellen HARTWICK Marks '54
Christiane BUCHINGER Marks '56

Charles Normand '69
Nancy McConnell

Steven PENNYPACKER '59
John WARDELL '59
and Patricia Wardell

Paul RETTIG '51
Jackie Rettig

Norman ROGERS '61
Michele GAGNON Kyrimes '61
and James Kyrimes

Averil CROSBY Smith '59
John WARDELL '59
and Patricia Wardell

Charles STEINLAUF '70
and Joyce STEINLAUF '71
Robin W. STURGEON '70

Irene K. TAYLOR '59
John WARDELL '59
and Patricia Wardell

Susan PRINCE Thompson '70
Emily and Herb Archer AP

Noa HALL Williams '61
Ginia BALLARD Patti '60
Michele GAGNON Kyrimes '61
and James Kyrimes

Siegfried E. Finser '50
Torin and Karine Finser AP

Hazel Froling '20
Stephen and Tricia Froling

HMS Alumni Association Officers
Heather Carver P, F

Mrs. Isobel Karl
S. Philip and Virginia Brooks AP, T
Laurie L. Houghtaling
Kurt SCHMIDLEIN '09 PHA

Robert Charles MEISSNER III '10
Robert C. Meissner Jr. AP

Marguerite Nelson AP, F
Robert Singer AP

Sorrell Linnaea Rinaldo NIELEN '14, PHA
Constance Rinaldo
and Gary Nielsen AP

Patrice Pinette AP, F
Alexandra West and James Edson AP

Nyssa SKY Rodgers '14
Judie and Andrew Sky AP

Kurt Schmidlien '09 PHA
Mrs. Maxine Carver

Gillian Seacole '20
Mrs. Maxine Carver

Blue SKY '11
Judie and Andrew Sky AP

Lucy WARD '16
Julie and Jay Ward AP

Mollie WARD '14
Julie and Jay Ward AP

Michael Wisniewski AP, F
Theodore GROH '09
and Holly JOHNSTON Groh '09 PHA

* = Deceased AP= Alumni Parent P = Current Parent F = Faculty/Staff T = Current Trustee PHA = Pine Hill Alumnus
Capitalized LAST Name = HMS Alumnus
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Dear Fellow Alumni,

Over 275 people came to campus for Reunion Weekend 2019! The weekend began with alumni of all ages reconnecting with their friends to the backdrop of a beautiful sunset over Frye Field and ended with Emilie BAIRSTOW Dyson ’69 delivering a moving chapel as rain poured down on Abbot Hill. Thank you to everyone who attended the weekend!

In early August, a group of alumni led by Brendan HARNETT ’98 and Alexis PITTMAN ’77, dedicated a weekend to clean up a section of the vast trail network that crisscrosses the High Mowing and Pine Hill campuses. I couldn’t make it, but I’m so grateful to the group of alumni who showed up for this important work.

The 2019-20 school year is underway, and so the Alumni Association is busy with yet another year of meetings and events. As always, all alumni are welcome to our monthly meetings (either in person or by phone) during which we speak with faculty guests, make plans for Reunion Weekend (Reunion Weekend 2020 is June 12-14, 2020--save the date!) and more.

Going the extra mile is what the Alumni Association is all about. If you have any questions about our work, or how you can get involved, please email us at alumni@highmowing.org.

Gratefully,

Kurt SCHMIDLEIN ’09
HMS Alumni Association President

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
Kurt SCHMIDLEIN ’09, President
THEO GROH ’09, Vice President
David WHITE ’62, Treasurer
Alexis PITTMAN ’77, Clerk

HMS ALUMNI GIVING

1944
Jeannette WINANS Bertles
Mary RICKARD Paul

1945
Jean H. SCOTT

1946
Lilja PARSSINEN Delphey
Lee SAYRE Overton

1948
Marshall T. SLAYTON

1949
Edith H. BOERNER Dirks
Geraldine ROSSE Mathews
Anne FRIEDRICH Roos

1950
Siegfried E. FINSER
Desmond J. TIIHONEN

1951
Mary STEVENSON Thieme

1952
Dagny EMMET O’Keefe
Catharine DAWSON Rush
William P. WOLFE
Waltraude SCHLEICHER Woods

1953
Michael SHANNON

1954
Vladimir SANKEWITSCH

1955
Max M. BERMANN M.D.
Elizabeth GREENMAN
Janice KENNEDY Kreitner

1956
Ashton GILMORE
Carol SPIEGEL Knowles
Christiane BUCHINGER Marks
Ari O. PREUSS

1957
Paul GARDNER
Nancy GREENE Neel
Richard NEEL
Brenda WEISMAN

1958
Diana FRYE Parker
J. Kurt MILLER

1959
Kyra M. KAPLAN Berson
Ellen MORTON Hamil
Suzanne S. LATHAM
Loring LAWRENCE
John WARDELL

1960
Ellen LORD Mead
Becky AMISH Morse
Douglas MORSE
David MOTCH
Ginia BALLARD Pati
PARENT GIVING

Heike Adamsberger-Kosta
Kirsten and Jeff Archibald
Anne and Carl Berni
Gwendolyn BLACKMER
and Gregory Hollands
Cleyon Brown
Susanne and James Buchanan
Thora GRAHAM Cardenas and Miguel Cardenas
Alison Carrillo
Heather Carver
Donna Crane
Kimberly Dorn-Bay and Donat Bay
Linda Duffy and Stephan Arsenault
Melanie Gisler-Scharff
and John Scharff
Gong Ge and Shangguan Yong
Holly and Robert Hartshorn
Gretchen ROSSI Hunter and Benjamin Scott Hunter
Annika Hurwitt
Elise and Dennis Jaques
Cathy and James Kennedy
Jen and Thomas Kershaw
Deborah Lack and Ryder Daniels
Stefan Laeng
Elizabeth and Andrew Lathrop
Nicole and Geoffrey Ling
Shannon Linn and Michael Boggs
Pamela and Dan McElreavy
Kat and Chris McFee
Elizabeth Ann and Ian McSweeney
Christine and Cort Mendez
Margo and Bernard Meunier
Katherine CAMPBELL Meyer
and Andreas Meyer

Raymond B. Miller
and Julianna Takacs-Miller
Robyn and Jessie Morin
Sabrina Morrissey and Jon Coyle
Stephanie Mossey and Alexander Hill
Ult Mundane and Karen Tyne
Deborah and Ceslo Munoz
Lisa and Caleb Newman-Polk
Adria REED Osgood
and Mark OSGOOD
Stephanie Packer
and Jose Alcon Mestre
Angela and Angelo Pappas
Marianne and Andrew Perchlik
Patti and Chris Pestana
Brent and Angela Poole
Eduardo Quesada
Maria and John Ritter
Eleanor and Jim Rizzo
Candice and Richard Roth
Megan Sass
Kirsten Spille-Scott and Carter Scott
Kara and Andrew Steere
Krista and James Stringer
Alyson Suduiko and Seth McKibben
Monica Vegelj
Alexandra West and James Edson
Lory Widmer Hess
and Michael Widmer
Benjamin WISNIEWSKI
and Megan Wisniewski
Wu Dasheng
Kate and Rob Yeomans
Dawn Zibolis-Sekella
and Walter Zuber
Sandy and Michael Zielie

Thank you to all of our parents who volunteer at our school events, festivals, and class trips!
Financial Statements

Financial statements for High Mowing are available through High Mowing School's IRS Form 990 for Non-Profits. Our 990 can be accessed via many websites including GuideStar and Charity Navigator.